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Abstract

This paper describes the current prototype of the distributed CIAO system. It introduces the concepts of “teams” and “active modules” (or active objects), which conveniently encapsulate different types of functionalities desirable from a distributed system, from parallelism for achieving speedup to client-server applications. It presents the user primitives available and describes their implementation. This implementation uses attributed variables and, as an example of a communication abstraction, a blackboard that follows the Linda model. The functionalities of the system are illustrated through examples, using the implemented primitives. The implementation of most of the primitives is also described in detail.

1 Introduction

The distributed CIAO system provides distributed execution capabilities in both the (C)LP and CC styles of programming supported by the CIAO language [10, 2, 11]. Distributed execution can be useful for various purposes: one is to exploit coarse-grained parallelism in a distributed environment with the objective of obtaining execution speedups. This is also one possible way of implementing true concurrency between agents. Another quite different purpose is to request and/or provide remote services in a distributed network. Intuitively, the first two models involve several agents cooperating to run the same application. In distributed CIAO, the former need is addressed by the notion of “team” of workers. The latter is supported by the notion of “active module” (or active object). We believe that these two proposed concepts conveniently encapsulate many different types of functionalities desirable from a distributed system, from performance to, for example, client-server applications.

In the following we describe the current prototype of the distributed CIAO system by presenting for each concept (Teams and Active Modules) the user
primitives available, and discussing their implementation. This implementation uses attributed variables \([15, 14, 4, 13, 7]\) and, as an example of a communication abstraction, a blackboard that follows the Linda model \([6]\). An interesting characteristic of the implementation is that it is done entirely at the source (Prolog) level. The functionalities of the system are also illustrated through examples, using the implemented primitives. Note that, except where otherwise noted, all the CIAO builtins have a meaning equivalent to that of SICStus Prolog v2.1 \([5]\).

2 Teams

A team is a set of CIAO workers that share the same code and cooperate to run it. At startup, a worker belongs to a team which includes only itself. Two primitives are provided that add workers to the current team and delete workers from it.

- **add_worker(Id), add_worker(Host,Id)** – Adds a worker to the team. If Host is provided, run the worker in it, else run the worker in the current host (this is useful, for example, to have true concurrency between threads). A unique identifier for the worker created is returned in Id.

- **delete_worker(Id)** – Deletes a worker from the team. If Id is instantiated then delete the worker with this identifier, else delete an idle worker and unify Id with its identifier.

The team model allows concurrency (or parallelism) between workers. Note that this is only useful if tasks are of sufficient granularity. Thus, if the parallelization is done automatically by a compiler, an analysis of granularity is of vital importance. The primitives of the language provide a means for expressing independent And-parallelism and also concurrency (dependent And-parallelism). We now discuss them.

- **A &> H** – Sends out goal A, to be executed potentially by another worker of the team, returning in the variable H a handler of the goal sent.

- **H <&** – Gets the results of the goal pointed to by H, or executes it if it has not been executed yet. Backtracking of the goal will be done at this point.

- **A & B** – Performs a parallel “fork” of the two goals involved and waits for the execution of both to finish. This is the parallel conjunction operator used, for example, by the &-Prolog parallelizing compiler \([3]\). If no workers are idle, then the two goals may be executed by the same worker and sequentially, i.e., one after the other. This primitive can be implemented using the previous two:

\[
A \& B : - B \&> H, \text{call}(A), H <& .
\]

Note that these first three primitives are intended for independent And-parallelism, and, as such, the bindings made in the shared variables are not seen until the threads join (that is, there is an implicit copy_term in the goals sent out).

\(^1\)The CIAO compiler includes a granularity control system \([8]\).
• A & - Sends out goal A to be executed potentially by another worker of the
  team. No waiting for its return is performed. Bindings in the variables of
  A (tells) will be exported to other workers sharing them.

• A && - “Fair” version of the &/1 operator. If there is no idle worker,
  create one to execute goal A. This way, fairness among concurrent threads
  is ensured.

• wait(X) - Suspends the execution until X is bound.

• ask(C) - Suspends the execution until the constraint C is satisfied.

Members of a team can communicate among them either by shared vari­
ables or explicitly by means of a blackboard. This blackboard provides a set of
Linda-like [6] primitives, essentially reproducing the functionality of the Linda
library present in SICStus Prolog v2.1 [1]. Workers can write (using out/1),
read (using rd/1), and remove (using in/1) data to and from the blackboard.
If the data is not present on the blackboard, the worker suspends until it is
available. Alternatively, other primitives (in_noblock/1 and rd_noblock/1) do
not suspend if the data is not available – they fail instead and thus allow taking
an alternative action if the data is not in the blackboard. There are also input
primitives that wait on disjunctions of terms (in/2 and rd/2).

2.1 Implementation Issues

In the current implementation, each worker is implemented by a process in the
 corresponding host, and the add_worker primitives are ultimately implemented
 with the UNIX command rsh (which executes a command in a remote host). All
 the communication between workers is implemented via the blackboard, which
 is created the first time a distributed primitive is executed. The blackboard
 itself is implemented using a UNIX sockets interface, which is also available at
 the user level.

Idle workers listen to the blackboard in order to get posted goals sent by the
primitives &>/2, &/1, or &&/1, and execute them. If the goal was issued by the
&>/2 primitive, the worker returns its solutions back to the blackboard. The
solutions are gathered in turn by the <&/1 primitive. This essentially implements
in a distributed fashion a goal stealing scheduling algorithm similar to that of
the &-Prolog system [12].

The distributed communication using shared variables follows the lines pro-
posed in [9], where some of the proposed operators were already presented. The
distributed concurrency primitives &/1 and &&/1 take care of marking with an
attribute of “communication variable” the variables of the goal (note that if an
analysis is done this can be optimized by marking only the relevant variables).
Then, when they are involved in a unification, the hook for attributed variables
posts the bindings to the blackboard to inform other workers about them (after
ensuring their consistency). Also, when a wait is done on a communication
variable, the worker suspends until a binding for this variable is posted to the
blackboard.

Also, the requisite that the workers in the same team share the code implies
that builtins that modify it (e.g. compile, assert, etc) must be performed by
all the workers (“globalized”). Thus, the compiler, when processing code that
deals with distributed execution, compiles these builtins in such a way that they
are automatically posted to the blackboard to be executed by all the members
of the team (using expand_term). Also, when a new worker is added to the
team, it must be put in the same state as its siblings. This is managed by
recording the execution of “global” builtins, so that the add_worker primitive
can send to the new worker the series of such builtins to execute. Care must be
taken with nested global executions: during global compilation of a file, “global”
builtins must be executed locally. This is easily implemented with a flag that
tells whether we are executing in the scope of a global builtin or not.

2.2 Using Parallelism: an Example

In this section we will show an example of the use of the primitives introduced
in the previous section. The program in the example first gets some work, then
finds out somehow which hosts in the local network are not too loaded, starts a
worker in each one, process the work, stops the started workers and exits. The
important thing here is that the elements of the list L in process_list(L) are
processed in parallel by the team of workers. Thus, if N workers were started,
the list would be processed N times faster (modulo communication overhead).

```
main :-
global(L),
collect_unloaded_hosts(Hosts),
add_workers(Ids, Hosts),
process_list(L),
delete_workers(Ids),
halt.
```

```
get_list(L) :- ...
```

```
process_list([H|T]) :-
    process(H) &
    process_list(T).
```

```
process_list([]).
```

```
collect_unloaded_hosts(Hosts) :- ...
```

```
add_workers([Id|Ids],[Host|Hosts]) :-
    add_worker(Id,Host),
    add_workers(Ids,Hosts).
```

```
add_workers([],[]).
```

```
delete_workers([Id|Ids]) :-
    delete_worker(Id),
    delete_workers(Ids).
```

```
delete_workers([]).
```

2.3 Code

In order to be more concrete we sketch our implementation of the ideas outlined
above in a widely available environment: SICStus Prolog v2.1, enhanced with
attributed variables, and using the Linda library provided with that version.
The code is a simplified version of our implementation, the real code can be
requested by e-mail to the authors. Note that the code presented herein must not be expanded by the compiler.

First, we show the code that deals with creation and deletion of workers.

```prolog
add_worker(Id) :-
    get_blackboard_address(BBAddr),
    new_worker_id(Id),
    start_worker(Id,BBAddr).
add_worker(Host,Id) :-
    current_host(Host), !,
    add_worker(Id).
add_worker(Host,Id) :-
    get_blackboard_address(BBAddr),
    new_worker_id(Id),
    start_worker(Id,BBAddr,Host).
get_blackboard_address(BBAddr) :-
    blackboard_address(BBAddr), !.
get_blackboard_address(BBAddr) :-
    start_blackboard(BBAddr),
    % Connect me with the blackboard
    initialize_client(0,BBAddr),
    out('$worker'(0)),
    out('$last_worker'(0)),
    retract(global_counter(C)),
    out('$global_counter'(C)).
new_worker_id(Id) :-
    in('$last_worker'(N)),
    Id is N+1,
    out('$last_worker'(Id)).
% Start the blackboard process returning its address in BBAddr
start_blackboard(BBAddr) :-
    BBAddr = Host:Port,
    current_host(Host),
    ciao_blackboard(CiaoBB),
    unix(popen(CiaoBB, read, S)),
    read(S, Port),
    assert(blackboard_address(BBAddr)).
start_worker(Id,BBHost:Port):-
    executable(Exec),
    StartCommand),
    start_worker_executable(Id,StartCommand).
start_worker(Id,BBHost:Port,Host):-
    executable(Exec),
    atom_append(['rsh -n ",Host," 
    StartCommand),
    start_worker_executable(Id,StartCommand).
```
start_worker_executable(Id,StartCommand) :-
    % start worker...
    unix(system(StartCommand)),
    setof(global_builtin(N,B), globalbuiltin(N,B), Bs),
    out('$global_history'(Id,Bs)),
    % ... and wait until it is ready
    rd('$worker'(Id)).

initialize_client(Id,BBAddr) :-
    % connect to the blackboard
    linda_client(BBAddr),
    assert(blackboard_address(BBAddr)),
    assert(worker_number(Id)),
    assert(query_counter(Id)),
    assert(shv_counter(Id)).

delete_worker(Id) :-
    var(Id), !,
    rd_noblock('$idle'(Id)), % Choose an idle worker
    in('$worker'(Id)),
    out('$halt'(Id)).

delete_worker(Id) :-
    in_noblock('$worker'(Id)),
    out('$halt'(Id)).

Now, this is the code executed by started workers. For simplicity, we show
the version in which remote parallel calls are implemented using findall. The
alternative would be to post to the blackboard each solution right after com-
puting it.

% This is the entry point of the distributed ciao executable, its
% argument is the list of command-line arguments
boot([worker,Id,BBHost,Port]) :- !,
    atom_chars(Port,SPort), number_chars(NPort,SPort),
    atom_chars(Id,SId), number_chars(NId,SId),
    initialize_client(NId,BBHost:NPort),
    in('$global_history'(NId,Builtins)),
    execute_global_history(Builtins,NId),
    out('$worker'(NId)),
    idle_worker_loop(NId).

boot(_) :-
    current_dir(WD),
    % other workers start in the same directory
    assert(globalbuiltin(0,unix(cd(WD)))),
    assert(global_counter(1)).

idle_worker_loop(Id) :-
    out('$idle'(Id)),
    in([
        '$concurrent'(Id,_,_), % concurrent goal for me
        '$halt'(Id), % halt
        '$global'(Id,_,_), % global call
        '$concurrent'(_,_,_), % concurrent goal
        '$query'(_,_), % query
    ], Command),
((
in_noblock('$idle'(Id)) ->
    process_command(Command,Id)
; Command = '$concurrent'(_,_,_) ->
    process_command(Command,Id)
; out(Command),
    NCommand = '$concurrent'(Id,_,_),
    in(NCommand),
    process_command(NCommand,Id)
),
fail.
idle_worker_loop(Id) :- idle_worker_loop(Id).
process_command('$halt'(_,_,_) :- !,
    % close connection to blackboard
    close_client,
    halt.
process_command('$global'(Id,N,Q),_) :- !,
    execute_global(N,Q),
    out('$done_global'(Id,N)).
process_command('$concurrent'(Q,Ps),Id) :- !,
    assign_ids(Ps),
    once(Q).
process_command('$concurrent'(_,Q,Ps),Id) :- !,
    assign_ids(Ps),
    once(Q).
process_command('Iquery'(N,Q),Id) :- !,
    findall(Q,Q,Answers) ,
    out('lanswers'(N.Answers)).
execute_global_history([global_builtin(N,B)|RestBuiltins],Id) :-
    execute_global(N,B),
    execute_global_history(RestBuiltins,Id).
execute_global(N,B) :-
    assert(global_builtin(N,B)),
    assert ('$inside_a_global_call'),
    maybe(B),
    retract ('$inside_a_global_call').
once(G) :- call(G), !.
maybe(Q) :- call(Q), !.
maybe(_).
)

We now go over the primitives which send out work to other workers in the
team. As said before, distributed communication of concurrent goals via shared
variables is implemented following the lines of [9]. Thus, assign_ids/2 has the
same meaning as there, and get_var_ids/2 is essentially var_ids/2, changing
the first argument from a list to a term.
query(N,Q) :-
    in(["answers"(N,_), "query"(N,_)], Data),
    (Data = "$query"(_,Qr) -> findall(Qr,Qr,As);
     Data = "$answers"(_,As)
    ),
    member(Q,As).

new_query_id(N) :-
    retract(query_counter(N)),
    NI is N+100,
    assert(query_counter(NI)).

A & B :- B &> H, call(A), H &< .

Q & :-
    get_blackboard_address(_),
    get_var_ids(Q,Ps),
    local_assign_ids(Ps),
    out("$concurrent"(Q,Ps)).

Q &< :-
    get_blackboard_address(BBAddr),
    get_var_ids(Q,Ps),
    local_assign_ids(Ps),
    (in_noblock("idle"(Id)) ->
     out("$concurrent"(Id,Q,Ps))
    ; new_worker_id(Id),
     out("$concurrent"(Id,Q,Ps)),
     start_worker(Id,BBAddr)
    ).

Suspension primitives are more involved, especially ask. The code for wait
is shown in [9]. We will sketch here the implementation of ask in the Herbrand
domain with (dis)equailty constraints.
First we address the question of local variables (those not marked with an attribute of “communication variable”). As such variables are local to a worker they can be considered existential variables. Thus, an ask regarding one of these variables can always succeed without suspension.

For other cases we will need a múltiple wait, that is, a predicate that waits until one of several variables is bound. Fortunately, since bindings on communication variables are posted to the blackboard, and since we have available a múltiple rd/2 primitive that waits for one term out of a list of terms to be posted, this is easily implemented.

Thus, the ask primitive proceeds as follows: if it involves the equality of two communication variables, it waits for a binding on one of them, checks equality, and, if needed, calls itself recursively. If it is comparing a communication variable and a structure, waits for a binding on the communication variable and recurses. Finally, if it is comparing two structures, compares their functors and then compares their arguments pairwise. If the comparisons did not fail, but the structures are not yet equal, it waits for a binding on one out of the several communication variables that can make the structures different. Then, if that binding does not lead to failure, it recurses in the list of pairs of arguments not made already equal. Thus, in fact the procedure must accept a list of pairs to be compared, waiting for any of the bindings that can make a pair different.

Finally, we show the management of builtns that need to be “globalized”. Each builtin B as such is translated to execute_global(B), whose definition is:

```prolog
execute_global(Call) :-
  '$inside_a_global_call', !,
  call(Call).
execute_global(Call) :-
  blackboard_address(_BBAddr), !,
  next_global_number_BB(N),
  other_workers_list(OWs),
  send_global(OWs,N,Call),
  execute_global(N,Call),
  receive_global(OWs,N).
execute_global(Call) :-
  next_global_number(N),
  execute_global(N,Call).

next_global_number(N) :-
  retract(global_counter(N)),
  N1 is N+1,
  assert(global_counter(N1)).
next_global_number_BB(N) :-
  in('$global_counter'(N)),
  N1 is N+1,
  out('$global_counter'(N1)).
other_workers_list(OWs) :-
  worker_list(Ws),
  worker_number(MyId),
  delete_one(Ws, MyId, OWs), !.
other_workers_list([]).
```
worker_list(Ws) :-
    rd_findall(W, 'worker'(W), Ws).

send_global([W|Ws], N, Global) :-
    out('global'(W, N, Global)),
    send_global(Ws, N, Global).

receive_global([], N).
receive_global([W|Ws], N) :-
    in('done_global'(W, N)),
    receive_global(Ws, N).

3 Active Modules

An active module (or an active object, if modularity is implemented via objects) is a module to which computational resources are attached (in our case, a CIAO process or a CIAO team). In a distributed environment, this is useful to provide remote services to other members of the network. In principle, every module can be activated, and from the programmer point of view an active module is like an ordinary module. An active module has an address (network address) that must be known to use it. Thus, the only difference between an ordinary module and an active module is that to use an active module one has to know its address.

Now we present the constructions of the language that implement active modules. Note that for concreteness and compatibility in the description of modules we mainly follow the same scheme as SICStus Prolog.

- :- use_active_module(Module, Predicates) - A declaration used to import the predicates in the list Predicates from the (already) active module Module. From this point on, the code should be written as if a standard use_module/2 declaration had been used. The declaration needs the following hook predicate to be defined.

- module_address(Module, Address) - This predicate must give, for each active module imported in the code, its address.

- save_active_module(Name, Address, Hook) - Saves the current code as an active module, into executable file Name. When the file is executed (for example, at the operating system level by "Name &"), Address is unified with the address of the module, and Hook is called in order to export this address as required.

Note that this scheme is very flexible. For example, the predicate module_address/2 itself could be imported, thus allowing a configurable standard way of locating active modules. One could, for example, use a directory accessible by all the involved machines to store the addresses of the active modules in them, and this predicate would examine this directory to find the required data. A more elegant solution would be to implement a name server, that is, an active module with a known address that records the addresses of active modules and supplies this data to the modules that actively import it. Later we will show how such a name server can be implemented and used.
3.1 Implementation Issues

Active modules are essentially daemons: Prolog executables which are started as independent processes at the operating system level. Communication with active modules is also implemented by means of a blackboard. Each active module has its own blackboard. Requests to execute goals in the module are put into the blackboard by remote programs. When such a request arrives, the process running the active module takes it and executes it, returning to the blackboard the computed results. These results are then taken by the remote processes. When an active module is run by a team, the blackboard of the team can be used for both inter-team communication and outer communication. The address of an active module is then the address of its blackboard (in particular, in the current implementation it is a UNIX socket in a machine).

Thus, when the compiler finds a use_active_module declaration, it defines the imported predicates as remote calls to the active module. For example, if the predicate \( P \) is imported from the active module \( M \), the predicate would be defined as

\[
P := \text{module_address}(M, A), \text{remote_call}(A, P)
\]

A remote call to an active module involves sending the predicate to its corresponding blackboard and waiting for its results to be posted to the blackboard. For this procedure the address of the blackboard of the active module must be known, and this is achieved by the predicate \text{module_address}/2.

The predicate \text{save_active_module}/3 saves the current code like \text{save}/1, but when the execution is started a blackboard is created whose address is the first argument of the predicate, and the expression in the second argument is executed. Then, the execution goes into an idle worker loop of reading execution requests from the blackboard, executing them, and returning the solutions back to the blackboard.

3.2 Using Active Modules: an Example

In this section we will show the implementation of a remote database server using the primitives introduced in the previous section, and how the server would be used.

The code for the server uses the primitive \text{save_active_module} to make the \text{dbserver} executable, assigning it address \text{alba:888}:

\[
:- \text{module(database, [stock/2])}.
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{stock}(p1, 23). \\
\text{stock}(p2, 45). \\
\text{stock}(p3, 12).
\end{align*}
\]

\[
:- \text{save_active_module(dbserver, alba:888, true}).
\]

At this point the executable “dbserver” would be started as a process (“\text{dbserver &}”, at the unix level) and it would be ready for other modules to import it. The code of a module that use the previous active module could start like this:

\[
:- \text{module(sales)}
\]
replenish(P) :-
    stock(P, S),
    ...  

Calls to stock/2 in the previous module will be executed remotely by the active module “dbserver”. Except for the module_address definition, the code would be identical if use_module replaced use_active_module (but not the execution, of course).

3.3 A Name Server for Active Modules

As a more complex example of the use of active modules, let us now sketch how a name server such as the one mentioned earlier could be implemented.

First we program the name server module that will be active, and whose address ought to be fixed and known. Assume we want it to be run in host clip at socket number 999.

callout use_active_module(name_server, [dyn_mod_addr/2, add_address/2]).
callout dynamic dyn_mod_addr/2.
callout add_address(Module, Address) :-
    retractall(dyn_mod_addr(Module,_)),
    assert(dyn_mod_addr(Module, Address)).
callout :- save_active_module(name_server, clip:999, true).

Then, we make a module that uses this, and that will be imported in the standard way by modules that want to use active modules and this name server. Note that the call to dyn_mod_addr below will be executed by performing a remote call to the name server.

callout use_active_module(name_server, [add_address/2]).
callout :- save_active_module(flight_reservation, Address, add_address(flight_reservation, Address)).

Thus, modules which will become active and want the name server to be notified must proceed as follows. Note that again the add_address goal below will be in fact executed as a remote call to the name server.

callout use_active_module(flight_reservation, [add_address/2]).
callout :- save_active_module(flight_reservation, Address, add_address(flight_reservation, Address)).

Finally we show how to import active modules managed by the name server:
:- module(travel_agency).
:- use_module(locate_module_addresses, [module_address/2]).
:- use_active_module(flight_reservation, [find_connections/4]).

airplane_trip(from_to(Origin, Destination), Date, Trip) :-
    find_connections(Origin, Destination, Date, Flights),

In this case, the call to find_connections/4 will be executed as a remote call to the active module flight_reservation.

4 Conclusions

We have presented the current prototype of the distributed CIAO system, introducing the concepts of “teams” and “active modules” (or active objects). These concepts conveniently encapsulate different types of functionalities desirable from a distributed system, from parallelism for achieving speedup to client-server applications. We have presented the user primitives available, sketching their implementation. This implementation uses attributed variables and, as an example of a communication abstraction, a blackboard that follows the Linda model. An interesting characteristic of the implementation is that it is done entirely at the source (Prolog) level. We are currently working on adding new functionality to the system. The code is also being provided as a public domain standard library for SICStus Prolog and other Prolog systems (please contact the authors or http://www.clip.dia.fi.upm.es for details).
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